Mitigram is one of the most exciting Fintech companies in the Nordics. Strong growth, among the world’s largest corporates and banks as our clients, and leading investors ensure we have a lot of exciting challenges and opportunities for anyone that joins at this stage.

Mitigram has developed a world leading online marketplace built for the Trade Finance community. Our product is recognized by thousands of individuals from Montevideo to Shanghai. We are the fastest growing Trade Finance network in the market, and we are looking for someone to help us drive our growth.

Trade Finance itself is the part of banking that supports trillions of dollars’ worth of trade every year, facilitating business between buyers and sellers across the globe. Without Trade Finance the world would literally stand still.

The Mitigram team is highly diverse with members from 15+ countries from leading institutions in trade, investment, risk management, software, security and compliance.

---

**Job description**

We are looking for a **Test Engineer** who likes to work in a flat-structured, tech driven, friendly and fun environment.

You will be part of cross-functional agile team of driven problem-solvers from all over the world and you will be working in close collaboration with the product and development teams to ensure the quality of our releases using functional testing, exploratory testing and automated testing.

Our QA Team are integrally involved in meeting our challenge to develop robust high-quality software, with ever-increasing performance requirements and simultaneously contribute to improving agility.

We use short sprints and agile development where time from idea to market is minimized, while aiming to keep the product quality flawless.

---

**Test Engineer**

**Ideally experienced in:**

- 5 years + experience in testing.
- Experience in testing multi-tier web-based applications with understanding of the full software development life cycle right from the requirements gathering to delivery and support.
- Solid experience in case-based and exploratory testing.
- Comfortable taking own initiatives and working closely with developers and product team in a highly collaborative, agile development environment.
- Good knowledge of JavaScript/Typescript programming language is a plus.
- Furthermore, you will probably be a fun-loving, hard working individual, who is eager to learn, has opinions, wants and is able to take responsibility for and influence their own work.